[For Immediate Release]

Paradise’s Environmental Protection & Community Efforts Acknowledged
Hong Kong, 30 May 2019 – Paradise Entertainment Limited (“Paradise” or the “Group”, HKEx:
1180), is pleased to announce that Paradise was granted the “EcoPartner” recognition in the
“2018 Bank of China (Hong Kong) Limited Corporate Environmental Leadership Awards”
yesterday.
The award was jointly presented by the Federation of Hong Kong Industries (FHKI) and Bank of
China Hong Kong (BOCHK), with an aim to promote environmental practices among enterprises
in Hong Kong and Pan-Pearl River Delta region, and to recognise the achievements of the
participating enterprises in helping to reduce pollution in these areas. This award recognised
Paradise’s dedicated efforts in six key areas including energy conservation and waste reduction,
innovation, comprehensiveness, management involvement and sense of responsibility,
sustainability and impact to the industry as well as the impact to the community.
Paradise supported environmentally-friendly initiatives in the two casinos under our
management, namely Casino Kam Pek Paradise and Casino Waldo. For instance, Paradise
offers barrels of drinking water, coffee and tea with reusable cups in the two casinos we
managed, so that gaming patrons could drink when they need. As such, the Group has managed
to minimise the number of disposed free plastic water bottles in the casinos.
On the community aspects, Paradise fully supports the development of local Macanese talents,
especially in the technology field. For instance, Paradise, through its wholly-owned subsidiary
LT Game in Macau, has been incessantly offering scholarships to top students who studied
computer science in the Macau Polytechnic Institute to inspire them to contribute to the
information technology sector in Macau.
Mr. Jay Chun, Chairman and Managing Director of Paradise said, “As Paradise started in
Macau, we are dedicated to contribute to the community in Macau in developing local talents.
We also backed multiple environmentally-friendly initiatives. The recognition granted by the
FKHI and the BOCHK encourage our team to work even harder to give back to the local
community.”
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Paradise Entertainment Limited
Paradise Entertainment Limited (HKEx: 1180) engages in the development, sale and leasing of
electronic gaming equipment and systems globally, as well as the provision of casino
management services in Macau. Paradise is the inventor, patent owner and sole provider of
Live-Multi Game (“LMG”) terminals and dominates the Electronic Table Games (“ETG”) market
in Macau. The Group has also been inventing and developing slot machines. Apart from
operating two casinos, Casino Kam Pek Paradise and Casino Waldo, Paradise envisions to
become a global leader in gaming equipment.
For more information about Paradise Entertainment Limited, please visit our company’s website:
http://www.hk1180.com.
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